NEWS & EVENTS

- Katie is off travelling the west coast of Canada and United States.
- Ashlyn, Willa, Gabbie, Holly, and Angela are all studying at Dalhousie University (a.k.a Tapawingo East!) On the other coast, we have Simone at the University of Victoria and Emma is University of British Columbia in Kelowna. And closer to home, Willow and Elizabeth are studying at Western, while Charlotte and Lea are at Wilfred Laurier.
- Steph is getting ready to move into her new apartment in Sudbury and has started a job at Laurentian University
- Carolyn is working part-time at an office in Toronto
- Gillian is living in British Columbia and working as a teacher.

CAMP WORD SEARCH

Find your cabin!

Cabin Names:
- BEDLAM BUNGALOW
- BEHIND CAMP TAP
- CHATTERBOX
- CHUCKWAGON
- DEWDROP INN
- HORNETS NEST
- OWLS NEST
- SUNSET INN

Cabin Words:
- CAN WANDER INNOET
- TREI ENO GAWK CUHC
- SP C SS LD N I HEB MHO
- EG A TTO CET I HW A RE
- NS L GIR L O P OW TERF
- SR PI E N D S M Y TOUGO
- TT ST TURT L E SHELL
- EHR N NI PORD WEDI O
- NB ED LAM BUNG A L OW
- RS GB EPOTE E RT G SL
- OMG AR XCAM PT APOS
- HTIT U HG N IPP IR TN
- RATS RED NUHT KINE
- TRIPLE OAKS DL AUS
- NN I T ES NUS GH OX OT

IT’S BEEN A BUSY AUTUMN!

If you follow us on Instagram you may already be aware of the renovations that have been taking place at Camp. Liz, Carolyn, Katie, Judy, and Jo spent a fun couple of days ripping down the shower room in preparation for its renovation. We also managed to get into the paint this fall which resulted in the Dining Hall and Bedlam looking nice and fresh!
Yip de ninigo!

SEE YOU SOON!